T his n o te com pletes th e d ev elo p m en t of c e rta in a p p ro x im atio n s o f th e in teg ral P(X9 T) w hich w as defined in th e first p a p e r o f th is series. T he tw o expan sio n s for sm all an d large X resp ectiv ely w hose first te rm s w ere th e n given are s ta te d in full a n d th e m ag n itu d e o f th e rem ain d ers e stim ated . A n o th er expansion o f P(X9 T) is proposed w hich is v alid w hen T9 as well as X, is sm all.
In the first of these papers on the diffractions of sound pulses* (which will in the following be referred to as 'Diffraction I ') Sommerfeld's theory of the diffraction of plane pulses by a semi-infinite screen was discussed and the solution was expressed in terms of the integral
('Diffraction I ', equation (20a)). Making the substitution this can be written
For small and large values of X respectively, certain approximate ex pressions of P(X, T) were obtained, but only incomplete estimates of the accuracy of these approximations were given. I t is proposed to complete the development of these approximations in the present note.
The approximation for small values of X was obtained as follows: writing
^T + x -uy the second term on the right-hand side was transformed by partial integra tion,
If the integral on the right-hand side of this equation is again subjected to partial integration, and the process continued, the result after n partial integrations will be
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Making use of the mean value theorem, we write the remainder, i.e. the integral on the right-hand side of (4), in the form
Now (by 'Diffraction I ', equation (16a) 1 < 1 ( ' ■ 32" -^" I jpo(0)j + ...
+ I^L I + 2 ( y + Z ) M " +lj; (5 a)
where A n+ X is the upper bound of | p( 0 w+1)(w) j in the interval (0, T + X). This expansion fails when T, as well as X, is small. To overcome this difficulty, another series expansion of P(X, T) can be proposed.
Consider the function
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This function and its derivatives with respect to X are regular when = 0. I t can be expanded as a Taylor series in powers of Differentiating under the integral sign in (6) it is found th a t
T) _ iifrUT+X)
, (m\ jfr-»{T+X) 8X"
which can be written dmQ (X, T) dXm
Now the expression inside the curved brackets in the integrand on the righthand side of the last equation is the remainder of a Taylor series which can be expressed as a definite integral; this integral can be obtained as follows: put Substituting, the mth derivative of $(Z , T) with respect to X is obtained in the form = l^d c J V -t r^^f r + x -r f x + g * ) / } * .
